Developing Comic of Human Skeletal System and Its Potential in Improving Junior High School Students' Learning Achievement
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Abstract Learning media plays an important role in increasing students’ interest and motivation in science. This study aimed at analyzing the feasibility of comic as a learning media for human musculoskeletal system topic as well as analyzing its potential in improving the learning outcomes of eighth graders. The Gall and Borg [1] development model was chosen as the basis of the study procedure. Interview sheets, validation questionnaires, student response sheets, and test sheets were used as the instruments in data collection. The comic validation results gained from the both content and media experts were 82% and 80% respectively, which means that the comic developed was categorized as ‘good’. Moreover, the results of pilot test done showed that the students’ learning outcomes increased from 69 to 95, while the students’ response has reached 96.77%. In addition, the large-scale trial results indicated that the students’ learning outcomes have significantly increased (Z = 7.296, p = 0.000). The findings in this study indicate that the comic learning media developed was potential in improving the quality of biology learning process in junior high schools.
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1. Introduction

Generally, biology has been assumed as a difficult subject to learn [2–5] for students in some countries such as Indonesia [6]–[10] and Africa [11], Israel [12], and so forth. This is due to the complexity of the materials, which comprise various definitions, terms and names, which must be memorized [13,14]. Yet, learning media or sources, in developing country schools are often limited either in number or update [15]. This condition has led the low learning achievement in biology [16]–[18]. Furthermore, the lack of learning sources and the abstract concepts have also been the factors reported to cause of student difficulties in learning biology [4,19,20].

One of biology difficult material in high school level is musculoskeletal system [6], [10], [13], [21]–[23]. In this topic, students are demanded to learn about skeletal anatomy, muscle, as considerable as physiological fundamental of human motion. These abstract and complicated concepts are immense constraints to deal with in encompassing musculoskeletal system materials.

In addition, the low students’ interest and motivation in learning biology have also been found in high schools in Malang City East Java Province. Based on the interview results done among students, it was found that the students were lazy in reading biology materials. They would only read their book as they got a task or the quiz would be conducted. Biology teachers also stated that they dislike to
read biology book as the package provided by government and school tended to be boring.

Biology teachers have a responsibility in exploring the learning conditions as crucial as considering the most effective approach in improving students’ interest and motivation in learning science [4,24–26]. One of the efforts to elevate students’ interest in science learning process is by developing various innovative learning media [27]–[29].

There have been many developed learning media as well as the studies discussed the effect of those media on learning process and student academic achievement [30,31]. Of the studies done, comic has been recognized as one of the potential media to cope with biology learning issues [32]–[36].

Various types of media can be used to help teachers deliver material in the learning process. However, in choosing the media, especially for developing countries which have economic challenges, the barriers of using technology, and poor problems [37]–[41], for the sake of teaching, it is necessary to pay attention to various aspects. These aspects are the conformity media with teaching objectives, the support of the content to the teaching materials, the ease of obtaining the media, the teachers’ skills in utilizing the media, the time availability to use the media, the suitability of the media with students thinking level. This article provides information of comic development as an alternative needed to read in accordance with the necessary to create a feasible media which meets the all aspects required.

2. Literature Review

This study was bordered from the ideas about the complexity of musculoskeletal materials for senior high school students [6], [10], [13], [21]–[23]. This condition has limited their profound understanding. Moreover, the limited media available has also led the low students achievement [16]–[18].

Medium is an intervening means, instrument or agency to carry out or transmit information [42]. It enables representations and images of the world to be communicated indirectly. To go further, media education purpose is to develop critical thinking, perception, interpretation, analysis, and evaluation of text media [43]. The term is also used as synonymous with, or part of, media education. Not only do media allow people to interpret and create judgments as consumers of media, but it also leads them to become media producers in their own right.

Comics have been considered as a potential learning media to deliver various subjects to students [24,26,34,44,45]. The common contents covered in comics are adventure story, fantasy adventure, roles, humor, family drama, history and biography, picture presentation [46]. This visual learning media is able to convey immediate visceral meanings which cannot be done with conventional texts [47]. Moreover, it can be considered as one of printed media which represents a unique form of entertainment in education which create a fun-to-read nuance [48]. The roles contained in comic are also interesting aspect to encourage students to be more engaged to the materials addressed to deliver.

By considering these potentials, teachers can develop comic as a form of innovative media to deliver a certain material as well as increasing students’ interest in learning science [27]–[29]. Thus, in turn, students’ achievements will be elevated.

3. Theoretical Framework

Not only does the comic play as a communication tool which encourages students’ intrinsic motivation, but it also cultivates students’ interest in learning materials [31], [49]–[52], including science and biology [34], [35], [53]. Furthermore, comic enables teachers to deliver knowledge to students through visual design in terms of art value [24], [36], [54], [55]. This visual design, as the consequences, will lead the students to be attracted to the knowledge delivered and empower them in constructing their own comprehension [49], [50], [52].

To be more detail, the visual design combines pictures and words in a comic. As comic is able to drive these both components to create a certain narration, this places comic as a better device compared to text book in facilitating a knowledge delivering [31], [35], [36], [50], [56]. The narration can be arranged into a story which describes science phenomena that occurred in daily activities, thus, it can contextualize the concepts learnt [49]. Moreover, the information presented in pictures will be saved in students’ long-term memory [50], [51], [56].

It is interesting that, actually, comic has been used in learning process since decades ago, however, it is often to be criticized by parents, society, and teachers [44], [45]. Thus, in the last several years, comic has been stated as the unoptimized popular media in learning [50]. Nevertheless, nowadays comic has been considered in education field. Educators in various levels are designing new ways in comic-aided teaching [35], [56], [57]. This stimulates researchers to study the potential of using comic in learning several subjects such as history [57], chemistry [56], medical [50], and biology [24], [30], [31], [45].

Notwithstanding that there were various studies related to comic utilizing in learning process, yet the study of developing comic for the thorough biology subject materials in high school is not conducted, especially in musculoskeletal system topic. Hence, this study aimed at developing biological comic for musculoskeletal materials as well as observing its potential in improving learning achievement of junior high school students.
4. Materials and Method

This study was research and development. The product developed was science comic in human musculoskeletal system topic as a learning media for eighth graders. The sub-materials covered in comic were structure and skeletal function, structure and articulation function, structure and muscular function, and human musculoskeletal disorder.

The research and development model referred was the model initiated by Gall et al. (2006). As served in Figure 1, there were ten steps in this model i.e. (1) potential and problem identification. In this step, an identification of problem found in the school was done as well as analyzing the potentials found among students. (2) Data collection. In this point, the data of students’ early conditions in terms of their strengths and weaknesses were collected. (3) Product design, in which the researchers designed the media prototype developed. (4) Design validation. The feasibility and content accuracy of the prototype made was assessed by validators. (5) Design revision. The researchers revised the prototype media assessed by validators. (6) Preliminary field testing. The revised prototype was tested to small group of students. (7) Operational product revision. Researchers revised the prototype based on preliminary field testing results. (8) Main field testing. The revised prototype was tested to the wider subjects. (9) Main product revision. Revision process conducted based on the findings of main field testing. (10) Dissemination. The product resulted was produced and disseminated, hence, it reached the larger-scale of society. Problem identification and data collection were conducted in one of private junior high schools in Malang City. Meanwhile, the media validation was completed by two expert validators (associate professors). The design revision of the science comic was based on those two expert validation results.

The developed comic was served on A5 sized papers with 210 mm width and 148 mm height. The comic was set in portrait. The all parts of the comic were coloured in black and white except some certain illustrations which needed to be painted in another colours. This comic was produced as printed media and developed in three main parts, namely, introduction, main content, and closing.

Several materials were collected as the references in comic production. The materials were natural science book package for eighth graders which contained of human musculoskeletal system, a syllabus which described the basic competence need to be achieved by students, as well as an example of comic-based learning media entitled DANI as the comparison of comic format. Besides those resources, several editing software were also inventoried to ease the researchers in developing the comic better. The software mentioned were a) Adobe Photoshop CS 3 to aid the editing of picture scanning results of comic sketches; b) Microsoft Office Word 2010 to integrate the materials in comic.

![Figure 1. The flow chart of research and development steps initiated by Gall et al. (2006)](image-url)
The both product trials were done in small scale and implementation trial in terms of large-scale trial (after product revision based on the findings found during small-scale trial). The small-scale trial was done in one of SMPN (Sekolah Menengah Pertama Negeri/governmental junior high school) in Malang in which the participants were ten students of eighth graders. Meanwhile, the large-scale trial was conducted in three schools in which the participants were 30 students of eighth graders. The subjects chosen based on Simple Random Sampling technique. In addition, One Group Pretest-Posttest was utilized as the experimental design in the two product trials.

The instruments used for the data collection in this study were (a) interview sheets for teachers and students which given in step (1); (b) validation sheets for content and media experts which were given in step (4); (c) the sheets of students’ response on the developed product which were given in steps (6) and (8); and (d) the test of students’ learning outcome which were given in step (6) and (8).

The validation comment results from materials and media experts as well as the students’ responses of the two scale trials were analyzed qualitatively. Furthermore, the expert validation data and the results of students learning achievement tests from the two scale trials were analyzed quantitatively. The expert validation results, small-scale trial test results, and students’ responses were analyzed quantitative-descriptively in percentage; while the learning achievement results gained from large-scale trial were calculated using paired samples t-test ($\alpha=5\%$). The Shapiro-Wilk test was done before the t-test was conducted to check whether the data met the requirement of normal distribution.

5. Results

This study was purposed to develop a learning media which can solve biology learning issues in junior high school level. Through an identification process of the potential issues and data collection, it was found that the availability of learning media in several schools in Malang was still limited, particularly, those which can stimulate students’ interest in reading science. Moreover, the students felt that picture learning media was not feasible in supporting them to comprehend their learning materials. Through the data collection, it was found that teachers expected there would be a media that aids them to deliver human musculoskeletal material, thus, easing the students to understand the concepts. Besides that, teachers did hope that the media could cultivate the students’ interest mainly in reading. Developing comic as a learning media which discusses human musculoskeletal system is an alternative solution in fulfilling teachers’ expectations. It was also expected that the comic served illustration pictures which would attract the students to learn.
The comic developed in this study was composed of three parts, i.e., introduction, main contents, and closing. The introduction covered four parts: 1) comic cover (front and inner covers served in Figure 1a and 1b, materials separation cover served in Figure 2, while the back cover served in Figure 1c); 2) preface (Figure 3a); 3) table content (Figure 3b); and 4) roles and characters (Figure 3c).

The main content contained of picture illustrations and photos attributed with sequenced conversation in balloon. The detail content of the comic covered: 1) human musculoskeletal system material (the example of material design is served in Figure 4a); and 2) “Let’s Try” sheet which continued of trial or observation activities which can be done in a group to prove the concept rightness or to find a new concept (Figure 4b). The closing was arranged of references list.

After the preliminary product design was completed, the product then was validated by content and media experts. The summary of the content and media expert validation results are served in Table 1 and Table 2 respectively. Based on Table 1, the content expert validation result was as high as 81.25% which means that the media was categorized as ‘good’ with the description ‘possessing the validity level and need to minor revision’. This indicated that the comic developed as learning media in human musculoskeletal material for eighth graders was feasible to use. On the other hand, the media expert validation results only reached 65.56% which was categorized as ‘fair’ with the description was ‘possessing fair validity level and required major revision’ (Table 2).

![Figure 2. The design of separation cover which separated each material](image)

![Figure 3. (a) Preface design; (b) Table content; and (c) Roles and Characters](image)
After the validation process, the next step was design revision. The design revisions were based on the comments and suggestions given by the content and media experts which are served in Table 3, 4, and 5. The product revision results are also served in the same tables. The re-validation was conducted after the product was revised to clarify if the product quality was improved from the media point of view. The validation results of media expert have improved and reached 80%, which means that the media was ‘good’ (Table 2).

The next step was small-scale trial. This trial was done on eighth graders for 2×40 minutes, which was started with working on pretest and continued to learn science comic and closed with doing the posttest and fulfilling the questionnaire prepared for students. The obtained data from the small-scale trial showed that the mean value of posttest was higher than the pretest (95 > 69). There was an improvement of the posttest mean compared to the pretest as high as 26 points. In addition, the percentage of students’ response on comic media has reached 96.77% (Table 6). This percentage was categorized as ‘very good’. The suggestions came from students for the comic media was ‘some of skeletal pictures in the comic were unclear, thus, it is better to make them clearer’. This comment was referred to revise the comic before the next developing steps were conducted.

Table 1. The summary of content expert validation results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Aspect</th>
<th>Percentage (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>The suitability of content to the basic competence expected</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>The content precision</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>The content update</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Encourage curiosity</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>81.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. The summary of media expert validation results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Aspect</th>
<th>Percentage (%)</th>
<th>Before revision</th>
<th>After revision</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Size</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Cover design</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Content design</td>
<td>66.67</td>
<td>80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>65.56</td>
<td>80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3. The comments and suggestions of media expert (Re-validation)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comments/ Suggestions</th>
<th>Follow up</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The characters’ faces are not interesting</td>
<td>The characters’ faces were improved by smoothing the picture textures as well as increasing their brightness and contrast in order to look more interesting.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. The comments and suggestions of media expert

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Comments/ Suggestions</th>
<th>Follow up</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>The comic title is not communicative.</td>
<td>Changed the comic title with the more communicative one.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Check the theory about comic size.</td>
<td>Generally, there is no certain provision about the size of comic, this due to the comic size published are various based on the different publishers. For example, the common size of American comics is tabloid (11 x 17 inch). Meanwhile, the Japanese manga were often sized in B4 (180 x 270mm). The comics in Indonesia have been published in A5 or less size, or even a little wider. The researchers chose to print the comic in A5 size (148 x 210 mm), in accordance with the common comic published in Indonesia. Utariyanti, Wahyuni, and Zaenab (2015) in their article reported that the comic-based media they developed was printed in A5 size.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>The pictures are not interesting</td>
<td>The pictures in comic were improved by re-drawing in more interesting way.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>The human musculoskeletal disorder is not appear in the front cover illustration.</td>
<td>Eliminated the illustration picture of muscle preparation results on the comic front cover due to its irrelevancy and changed it with the illustration of human musculoskeletal system disorder in order to be more representative in describing the materials discussed in the comic.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>The role characters are unclear.</td>
<td>Clarified the characters and roles by improving the role faces in order to meet the suitability of the characters as well as sharpening in writing the roles’ characters</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5. The comments and suggestions of content expert

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Comments/ Suggestions</th>
<th>Follow up</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>The size of pictures and descriptions for skeletal and muscular materials need to be enlarged</td>
<td>Enlarged the pictures and descriptions for skeletal and muscular materials.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>The material of musculoskeletal system disorder needs to be added; thus, it meets the basic competence 4.1</td>
<td>Add the material related to musculoskeletal system disorder.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Increase the number of daily issues of musculoskeletal disorder as the contextual examples</td>
<td>Increase the examples of daily issues of musculoskeletal system disorder i.e. osteoporosis which commonly occurred on adulterers as considerable as an example of the elders habit in sunbathing their babies in the morning which is a good effort in keeping the musculoskeletal system in a health condition.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>It is important to add the information about the endeavors to keep the musculoskeletal system healthy (suitable with basic competence 4.1)</td>
<td>Add the lack information of several efforts to keep the musculoskeletal system healthy.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The large-scale trial was conducted after the product revisions were completed. The large-scale trial involved three schools in Malang. The statistical test of the students’ test results are served in Table 7. Based on the table, it can be seen that the statistical value obtained from Shapiro Wilk test was 0.930 with the p value = 0.001 < α. The other words, the data were not normally distributed, thus the paired samples t-test could not be done. As the alternative, Z value (7.296 with p value = 0.001 < α) was obtained from Wilcoxon Signed Ranks test. This indicates that the students' achievement after joining the comic-aided learning has improved significantly compared to their learning results without comic. In line with this finding, the students’ response, from three schools, on comic always reached more than 90%. Thus, the comic developed was categorized as ‘very good’.

### Table 6. The summary of students’ response in small-scale trial

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Aspect</th>
<th>Percentage (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Interest</td>
<td>95.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Material</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Language</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>96.77</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 7. The summary of statistical test results of learning achievement data in large-scale trial

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test</th>
<th>Statistical values</th>
<th>Degree of freedom</th>
<th>p value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shapiro-Wilk</td>
<td>0.930</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilcoxon Signed Ranks</td>
<td>7.296</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 8. The summary of students’ response in large-scale trial

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Aspect</th>
<th>Percentage (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>School-A</td>
<td>School-B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Interest</td>
<td>90.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Material</td>
<td>89.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Language</td>
<td>93.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>90.83</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**6. Discussion**

The findings obtained in this study are in line with the previous reports. Lin and Lin (2016) reported that the use of science comic was better in improving students’ learning achievement compared to science text. Similarly, the other study reports stated that comic plays an important role in attracting and constructing positive attitude in students toward biology learning [31]. Besides that, comic has also increased students’ contribution in learning, improved students’ reading motivation, as significant as helped them in memorizing learning content, and creating more cheerful learning processes [24], [31], [36], [49], [50].

The tested comic was then revised again in order to be in accordance with the suggestions given by students based on the large-scale trial. The comments and suggestions were: 1) it is necessary to re-check the words used in the comic as there were the typos found; 2) it is better to add the plot reading guidance; thus, the readers will not confuse in choosing reading plot.

The comic was developed in this study as the learning media in musculoskeletal system material for eighth graders. Based on the product trial done, it can be known that the comic implementation as learning media was able to improve the students’ learning achievement. Learning achievement is one of the indicators determines a learning process [59]–[61]. The better the learning process the better the learning achievement enacted by students. The significant difference of student learning achievements before and after joining the learning process indicated that the implementation of the comic developed was able to improve learning quality.

The findings of this study are expected to provide useful information for teachers as considerable as some parties responsible for issuing the educational policies. This can be a trigger that stimulates teachers’ innovations in developing biology learning media in more creative forms in the future. As the issues related to biology, particularly in musculoskeletal material, keep emerging such as ethics [62], educator demand [11], the limited literatures [15], not only does the availability of the effective media can facilitate the students’ learning processes better, but it possibly also, indirectly, minimize the use human cadaveric dissection which has been the main feature of anatomy learning. The proven effectiveness of the media implementation, the decision maker parties in educational policies can refer the article findings as the basic information undergirding their policy direction in term of train their teachers to develop learning media, and so forth.

**7. Conclusions**

Comic as the learning media in human musculoskeletal system for eighth graders was developed in this study. The content and media validation results of the product developed were 81.25% and 80% respectively, which means that the product was categorized as ‘good’. The small-scale trial results showed that there was an increase of mean values achieved by students from 69 to 95. This result was in line with the results gained in large-scale trial which indicated that there was a significant difference between the students’ pretest and posttest (Z = 7.296, p value = 0.000).

This study results showed that the implementation of comic as the learning media has a potential in improving the quality of biology learning processes. The quasi experimental study is necessary to be conducted to observe the effect of this learning media implementation deeper. The study of positive effect of comic utilization in learning
is also needed to be conducted which focused on the other parameters such as learning motivation, thinking skills, and students’ learning retention.
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